Qualcomm and SEPs

Antitrust fight
Examining SEP charges against Qualcomm, Michael E Salzman
provides some interim lessons in the licensing ring
One year after hostilities broke out, we are still in the early
rounds of the two-front attack in Californian federal courts by
Apple and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) on Qualcomm’s
licensing programme for its smartphone patents – including
especially the standard essential patents in its portfolio.1
So it is too early to mark in stone any lessons we might draw from
the charges being levelled in those cases.
Yet, Qualcomm has taken a couple of hits in the early stages in
the US courts, after a $975m settlement with the Chinese antitrust
authorities, a harsh loss in the Korean Federal Trade Commission, and
ongoing, additional scrutiny in Taiwan, the UK, the EU, and Japan.2
So, for those more inclined to find an alternate route around –
rather than proceeding through – a war zone, it is not too early to look
at the charges being levelled and consider how they might be avoided.
After a brief summary of the background for those who haven’t
been following these cases blow by blow, this article will chart where
the mines have been spotted and suggest some avoidance strategies.

Background
Qualcomm is the dominant manufacturer of cellular baseband
processors for smartphones and, of equal importance, a licensor of
additional, patented technology for those same smartphones. Its fiscal
2017 revenue from microchip sales was approximately $16.5bn, and its
patent licensing revenue was approximately $6.4bn.3
It can credibly claim to be one of the founding fathers of the
smartphone (it claims to be the inventor of the smartphone; Apple begs
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“Qualcomm’s… fiscal 2017 revenue
from microchip sales
was approximately $16.5bn,
and its patent licensing revenue
was approximately $6.4bn.”

to differ), and its patents read on numerous aspects of interoperability
standards (UMTS, CDMA, and LTE for 2G, 3G, and 4G smartphones)
that are essential so that all mobile phones can communicate with
phones manufactured by others or operating over different mobile
networks.
As part of the process by which its technology was incorporated
into the smartphone standards agreed on by the ETSI, TIA, and ATIS
standard setting organisations, (“SSOs”), Qualcomm promised to
license these “standard essential patents” (“SEPs”) on terms that were
to be “fair, reasonable, and non-discriminatory” (“FRAND”).
There have been earlier court decisions in the US and elsewhere
enforcing FRAND commitments and otherwise touching on the do’s
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and don’ts of SEP licensing.4 Yet, Qualcomm’s licensing practices touch
on numerous areas where the law is not so clear, including some where
there is disagreement among economists and policy makers.
In fact, if there is a single most visible area of disagreement between
the new, Republican head of the Justice Department’s antitrust division
and the Democrats who preceded him, it is precisely over the undecided
questions revolving around SEPs.5
While the pressure on Qualcomm has been building since at least
the time of the regulatory action in China in 2015, two suits brought
within days of each other in January 2017 in the very last days of the
Obama Administration have brought the issues to a full boil.

“It may well be that, at the end of
the day, Qualcomm will prevail in the
US courts, on appeal in Korea, and
elsewhere, and/or the regulators
will have second thoughts and not
pursue Qualcomm further.”

First, the Federal Trade Commission, by a 2-1, party-line vote,
decided to bring an antitrust enforcement action against Qualcomm in
federal district court in San Jose.6
And then Apple brought a private case against Qualcomm in San
Diego and, shortly thereafter, arranged for the contract manufacturer
companies that had been paying Qualcomm royalties reaching into the
billions for Apple’s iPhones to stop making payments to Qualcomm.
The two cases are now in the pre-trial discovery phase, with a
tentative trial date of 4 January 2019 for the FTC case. Qualcomm’s
effort to get the FTC case dismissed as a matter of law was unsuccessful.
So too was its effort to have the court in San Diego order Apple and/or
the manufacturers to resume paying royalties while that case proceeds.7
Ancillary litigation has also broken out, with Apple challenging the
validity of certain Qualcomm patents, and Qualcomm seeking to have
iPhones assembled abroad barred from importation for alleged patent
infringement.

The SEP practices in dispute and how to avoid
them
It may well be that, at the end of the day, Qualcomm will prevail in the
US courts, on appeal in Korea, and elsewhere, and/or the regulators will
have second thoughts and not pursue Qualcomm further.
It is also very possible that Qualcomm will settle its disputes and/
or voluntarily modify its licensing practices – either under current
management or as a result of the hostile takeover campaign recently
launched against it by Broadcom.8
For the time being, though, companies holding SEPs should be
aware of the licensing techniques that are being questioned.

No squeezing, please
The FTC faults Qualcomm for refusing to sell its microchips to any
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handset manufacturer that doesn’t also purchase a patent licence from
Qualcomm, for inventions it claims are essential to using the chips.
According to the FTC, this “no licence-no chips” policy allows
Qualcomm to squeeze the margins of competing chip makers because
Qualcomm can undercut their pricing for chips and make it back on
patent royalty rates that are higher than they would otherwise be.
Qualcomm argues that margin squeezing is not a valid antitrust
theory unless the low-priced product is sold for less than marginal cost
(there is a Supreme Court of the US case that, on the face of it, seems
to support Qualcomm on this, but the district court found that case
didn’t apply).9
It can also defend on the ground that chip purchasers really do need
a licence to the Qualcomm patents to make use of the chips, so it would
be self-defeating to sell the chips to buyers who intend to infringe.
Plainly, the safer course is to offer to sell your product without tying
it to the licence, and sue for infringement those unwilling to take and
pay for the licence.
If you are a SEP licensor that also sells a product, you should be
able to back up your pricing for the licence as not more than is fair
and reasonable on a standalone basis, and your royalty demand should
not vary based on whether the licensee also purchases your product if
necessary.
And, as a practice point, it makes sense to make sure that your
company is not creating documents (or emails) suggesting that the
price of a product being sold is inversely related to the price of a licence
for the SEPs you are licensing.
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Yet, in denying Qualcomm’s motion to dismiss the FTC’s complaint,
Judge Koh relied on a decades-old Supreme Court decision holding that
a firm with monopoly power may be required to do business with its
smaller competitors if the effect is to extend its monopoly.10
Going forward, you are inviting at least a complaint from the SSO
and/or its members, if not a lawsuit, if you make a FRAND pledge for
your SEPs but then won’t license them to your competitors. It would
not be surprising if SSOs write that into their FRAND commitment rules
if it’s not already included.

More than you bargained for
In a field like telecommunications, it is routine to license large blocks
of patents in a single transaction. This promotes efficiency, reduces
transaction costs, and, perhaps above all else, eliminates the need to
pick through the patent thicket and determine whether a particular
implementation reads on any, some, or all of the patents in the package.
Modern antitrust law recognises this as pro-competitive and benign.
Yet, Apple complains in its lawsuit that Qualcomm insists on
licensing packages of patents that Qualcomm selects for a single, all-in,
percentage-of-revenue royalty rate, and does not allow a prospective
licensee to exclude patents from the package (and its royalty payment
obligations) that it doesn’t regard as “essential,” useful, or even valid.
Antitrust law has long scrutinised compelled “bundling” or “tying”
of intellectual property when the licensee prefers to obtain a licence
for one patent at a time, or less than all the patents the licensor offers.
Whether Qualcomm will be able to justify on efficiency or other
grounds its alleged insistence on licensing the package of patents it
offers remains to be seen.
In the meantime, a licensor with a portfolio of patents can avoid
repeating Qualcomm’s battle by following the orthodox wisdom that
each patent should be at least nominally available for license on its own
– although the pricing for particular patents does not necessarily need
to be proportionate to the place of that patent in the portfolio.
In other words, and speaking generally and for the main run of
cases, the package licence can be priced in a way that incentivises
implementers to accept a licence for the whole package rather than
proceeding one by one or for a slimmer package.

Stay in your lane

“Qualcomm argues that margin
squeezing is not a valid antitrust
theory unless the low-priced product
is sold for less than marginal cost.”

Sleeping with the enemy
Despite its FRAND commitments, Qualcomm’s policy apparently was
to license its patents to customers of competing chip manufacturers,
while refusing to issue licences to the manufacturers themselves. This
was allegedly part of its no licence-no chips tactic, forcing handset
manufacturers to do business with Qualcomm even if they preferred to
buy competitors’ chips.
It is not settled whether Qualcomm’s approach is consistent with a
FRAND promise of licensing on a non-discriminatory basis. And under
antitrust law in general, a company is not required to cooperate with
its competitors.
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Perhaps the most vivid charge in the Apple case is that Qualcomm has
been charging the same percentage of revenue for its licences even
while smartphones have been adding more and more features that
have less and less to do with the Qualcomm patents, and even while,
at the top end, smartphones have risen in price as they have gotten
smarter.
The rate has stayed the same, but the rate base, even on a per
unit basis, has risen several fold. (The FTC’s complaint alleges that
Qualcomm’s proportion of SEPs in smartphones has declined to 13% as
the phones evolved from 2G to 4G.)
Said simply, this is an allegation that, even if the Qualcomm licence
was FRAND-priced at one time, it isn’t fair and reasonable anymore.
There is currently a pitched debate about whether pricing for SEPs is a fit
topic for antitrust enforcement or whether, instead, the FRAND promise
should be enforced by SSOs or their members under contract law.11
Yet, there is at least one prominent instance where a federal judge
did set a FRAND price under an antitrust theory of liability.12
How to determine a FRAND rate when licensor and licensee can’t
agree is an unsettled topic. Most agree that the licensor should be fairly
rewarded for the value of its invention, but not for the additional value
derived from the fact that it has been incorporated into the standard.13
Teasing this out is more easily said than done.
But the simple lesson of Apple’s gripe is that both the rate and the
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rate base are part of the “fair and reasonable” equation. Far be it from
me to fault Qualcomm for seeking to maximise its royalty stream.
But it is fair ground for criticism from licensees that an SEP licensor is
violating its FRAND commitment if its share of revenue is constant and
its contribution to the revenue stream is declining.
So you should be aware, whether as licensor or licensee, that a
percentage-of-revenue licence fee that was deemed reasonable when
the revenue stream was a one-lane road may look different as additional
lanes are added to the revenue stream.

“You should be aware,
whether as licensor or licensee,
that a percentage-of-revenue
licence fee that was deemed
reasonable when the revenue
stream was a one-lane road may
look different as additional lanes are
added to the revenue stream.”
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